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Abstract: One of the most significant changes English has undergone 

throughout its history involves the change in vocabulary. Lexical changes 

include the loss of words or their meanings, the introduction of new words, and 

the adaptation of already existing words by changing their meanings. English 

has borrowed massively from many languages, especially from Latin, 

Scandinavian and French, but changes that occurred in the domain of lexis 

were not only caused by the process of borrowing. Throughout its 

development, English has also derived new words and changed the meanings 

of the already existing ones. The aim of this paper is to give an overview of the 

three main mechanisms of lexical change – borrowing, word-formation and 

semantic change, and show how they have contributed to the richness of 

English vocabulary. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 Great changes that have occurred in English throughout its 
history affected all levels of language, but it is in vocabulary that 
English has undergone the greatest of all changes. Lexical change 
refers to changes that affect the lexicon of a language, i.e. its 
vocabulary. The classification of lexical change in this paper is based on 
the distinction between semasiological and onomasiological 
mechanisms (Geeraerts 26). Semasiological mechanisms involve the 
adaptation of already existing words by changing their denotational 
and non-denotational meanings, also known as the process of 
semantic change. Specialization, generalization, metonymy and 
metaphor are semasiological changes of denotational meaning, while 
pejoration and amelioration are semasiological changes of non-
denotational meaning. Onomasiological mechanisms, on the other 
hand, involve the introduction of new lexical items, i.e. the process of 
borrowing from other languages and the word-formation process.  
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2. Borrowing 

 
 Language contact is defined as a phenomenon of interaction 
between two or more languages or dialects which as a consequence 
has the process of borrowing. The close contact between Anglo-Saxons 
and Scandinavians or the Norman French, e.g., caused the interaction 
between these languages and resulted in a great influx of loanwords. 
Language contact and borrowing between English and these (and 
other) languages occurred during each of the three separate periods in 
the history of English; Old English, Middle English, and Modern English. 
 
 2.1 Old English  
 
 Old English runs from 449 AD and 1100, until the arrival of 
Normans. The tribes that entered Britain in AD 449 were the Angles, 
Saxon and Juttish tribes which came from northern Germany, Holland, 
and Denmark. The Anglo-Saxon/Old English language came into 
contact with two languages – Latin, brought by Christian missionaries 
in the 6th century, and Scandinavian languages, brought by 
Scandinavian invaders in the 9th century.   
 Christian missionaries introduced around 450 Latin words into 
Old English, and all of them were connected with the church: altar, 
angel, demon, cleric, psalm, bishop, monk, priest (Culpeper 36)... The 
motivation for the borrowing of these words came about through the 
need for words to name new religious concepts. In order to provide 
such words, English did not just borrow from Latin, but it also changed 
the meaning of already existing words (Brook 36): bless < OE bletsian 
“to sprinkle with blood”; Easter < OE Eastron “a pagan spring festival” 
etc.  
 Scandinavian tribes arrived in Britain in 851 from today’s 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden. The process of borrowing was 
facilitated during this period because of the same, Germanic origin of 
Scandinavian languages and English. Therefore, Anglo-Saxon English 
adopted many words from basic-vocabulary – words representing 
various concepts from everyday life:  birth, egg, fellow, guest, husband, 
kid, leg, link, sister, skill, skin, skirt, sky, egg; 
awkward, flat, ill, loose, low, odd, sly, tight, weak; call, die, get, give, 
lift,  raise,  rid, scare,  take, thrust (Baugh 117)… Apart from the open-
class words, English had also borrowed closed-class words from 
Scandinavian languages: they, their, them, both, same and fro (fro was 
actually from, and still survives in the “to and fro” expression) (Baugh 
120–121).  
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 2.2 Middle English             
 
 It was in the Middle English period (1100-1500) that English 
adopted the record number of even 10,000 words approximately 
(Baugh 215), causing so the most striking change in vocabulary. French 
influence on English during this period was greater than the influence 
of any previous language that came into contact with English as French 
became the official language of law and administration, literature and 
education. In the beginning of Middle English, the acquisition of French 
words occurred without the displacement of English words, but the 
acquisition from French during the 15th century completely displaced 
English words. The reason for such a massive borrowing was the 
numerous section of French-English bilingual community and prestige 
of the language of superior culture. As French was the actual language 
of law, administration, education, literature, art, cuisine, etc, English 
borrowed words representing different types of vocabulary, such as 
those connected with the social hierarchy (emperor, duke, duchess, 
prince, baron, baroness, nobleman, peasant…); the ruling of the 
country (crown, treasury, chancellor, counselor, guardian, deputy, 
mayor, treaty); legal vocabulary (judgment, jury, justice, appeal, 
decree, heritage, prisoner, accuse…); vocabulary referring to cuisine 
(boil, fry, roast, sausage, cabbage, pork, beef, mutton); geography 
(valley; coast, lake, mountain, frontier, border, village, country…); 
military (army, navy, warrior, archer, soldier, battle, garrison, 
conquer…); ecclesiastical vocabulary (clergy, friar, preacher, fraternity, 
sermon, baptize, bible, glory…); vocabulary referring to ornaments and 
clothing (cloak, garment, fur, ornament, jewel, mirror, pearl, fashion); 
vocabulary referring to emotional states (grief, despair, courage, 
passion, desire, malice, jealousy, arrogance…) (Berndt 57–60). 
 
 2.3 Modern English  
 

Modern English covers the period from 1500 to the present 
day. The contact with Latin toward the end of Middle English/the 
beginning of Modern English resulted in the borrowing of several 
thousand Latin words connected with religion, law, literature and 
science: library, scribe, medicine, quadrant, scripture... However, 
greater borrowing from Latin started during the period of Modern 
English, with the Renaissance in the 16th century and the need to name 
new concepts from the field of science and art. Scholarly literature was 
written in Latin and Greek, and many Latin and Greek words were kept 
while translating into English as there had not been English 
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equivalents: vacuum, virus, exact, eradicate, exaggerate external, 
obstruction, relevant etc (Culpeper 37). 
 English did not cease to borrow from other languages after the 
16th century. The loanwords from French remained the most frequent 
in this period, too: republic, regime, aristocrat, rococo, baroque, 
burlesque, cartoon, brochure, muscat, champagne (Berndt 62)… Apart 
from them, political relations and the increase of trade with other 
countries caused borrowing from other languages, mainly from Italian: 
piazza, portico, stanza, pizza, spaghetti, volcano... and Spanish: 
cannibal, corral, embargo, potato, tomato (Culpeper 27).  
 
 3. Word Formation 
 

Historical changes in the domain of vocabulary were also 
caused by the process of word formation. There are five different 
processes of word formation: creating, combining, shortening, 
blending and shifting, and some of these further divide into subgroups 
according to the type of words they create.  
 Creating refers to the rare process of coining new roots. There 
are two types of root creation – motivated and ex-nihilo root creation 
(Pyles and Algeo 258–259). When roots are created without any logic 
behind them, they are called ex-nihilo words. Kodak e.g. (a camera 
brand) was arbitrarily coined and became synonymous with camera. 
Similarly, Googol is said to have been coined by a child (Dr. Kasner’s1 
nine-year-old nephew) when asked for a name of an enormous 
number. On the other hand, motivated root creations are words 
behind which there is some logic or reason; they either resemble 
sounds (onomatopoeic words: meow, moo) or somehow illustrate the 
meaning (symbolic words: bump, lump, clump, hump). Root creations 
that imitate our responses to emotional situations are called 
ejaculations: ouch, ha-ha, ho-ho, pish, pshaw, pugh etc. 
 A more frequent word formation process is combining already 
existing words or their parts into new words. Combining is divided into 
compounding and affixation. When two or more whole words are 
combined to form a new word, the process of compounding takes 
place. The process has been productive since the Old English period: 
fullfyllan (to fulfill), warold-cyning (world-king, “earthly king”), 
breostnet (breast-net,“corset”), leornungcniht (learning-knight-boy, 

                                                 
1
 Edward Kasner (April 2, 1878–January 7, 1955), a prominent American mathematician 

who wrote the book Mathematics and the Imagination where the word “googol” was 
first introduced.  
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“disciple or pupil”), eaxlgestella (shoulder-companion, or “comrade”) 
etc. There is also a number of compounds dating from Old English with 
their elements so closely welded that they do not even seem to be 

compounds – daisy (OE daegeseage “day’s eye”). The process 
continued throughout the history of English – bungee jumping, touchy-
feely, toy boy e.g. were created at the end of the previous century 
(Pyles and Algeo 262–264). 
 Affixation refers to the creation of new words by adding affixes 
to the already existing words. Unlike the process of borrowing, 
affixation was very frequent during the Old English period: un-, -ful, -
ness are some of the OE affixes that have remained productive, while 
others like cund (of the nature of), be-, -th  have either disappeared or 
become unproductive now. On the other hand, dis-, re-, en-/-em; -able, 
-age… are some of the most productive foreign affixes in English as 
their combination with native roots has given a great number of hybrid 
forms (Schendl 27). 
 The process of shortening (also called clipping) refers to the 
reduction of words to their shortened or clipped forms that can be 
used as independent lexical items. Words can be clipped so that their 
beginning is retained (ad <advertisement, bio<biography), they can 
also be shortened so that their middle part is retained (flu<influenza), 
or the final one (phone<telephone, bus<omnibus). A special type of 
clipping which retains the word beginning is back formation – the 
process of making a new word from the older one, wrongly assumed to 
be its derivative: burgle < burglar, housekeep < housekeeper, baby-sit < 
baby sitter, typewrite < typewriter… The use of the initial letters of 
words (KO < knock out), or syllables (TV < television) as independent 
lexical items, is another way of shortening which results in initialisms. If 
they are pronounced as the letters of the alphabet, they are referred 
to as alphabetisms (OK < oll correct, used as an allusion to Old 

Kinderhook2), and if they are pronounced as ordinary words, they are 
referred to as acronyms (AWOL < ‘absent without official leave’; radar 
< ‘radio detecting and ranging’) (Pyles and Algeo 272–275). 
 The word formation process of combining two words to make 
a new one is called blending. It can be traced back to the Old English 
period – hapel (“nobleman”) is said to be a blend of OE aedele/apel 
(noble) and OE haeled/halep (man). While speakers during the early 
period of English created blends mostly unconsciously, that is not the 
case today. Being very catchy and easy to create, many recent blends 

                                                 
2
 Old Kinderhook was the nickname of Martin Van Buren, the eighth President of the 

United States (1837–41), during his political campaign in 1840. 
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are said to have been consciously created: smog (smoke+fog), motel 
(motor+hotel), urinalysis (urine+analysis), and brunch (breakfast+ 
lunch). Another kind of blending, called folk etymology, refers to word 
changes which include the replacement of unfamiliar forms by the 
familiar ones. These changes usually result from misunderstanding of a 
borrowed word which becomes modified over time and gets a new, 
although false, etymology. Cockroach is the perfect example; after 
being borrowed from Spanish, cucaracha (“wood louse”) was modified 
to cockroach in spite of the fact that word has nothing to do with cock 
or roach (freshwater fish) (Pyles and Algeo 277–279).  
 Conversion or functional shift refers to the creation of new 
words from the already existing ones by changing their grammatical 
function. As the form of words remains unchanged, the process is also 
called functional conversion/shift. It was not very common during the 
period of Old English when the language was still highly inflective, but 
it is frequent in Modern English due to the loss of inflections. When it 
comes to the typology of conversion, there are different types based 
on the direction in which the process of conversion takes place. The 
most frequent types of conversion are from nouns to verbs, from verbs 
to nouns and from adjectives to verbs, while the less frequent cases 
include conversion from closed-class categories, such as prepositions, 
conjunctions, interjections… to open-class categories. Nouns denoting 
body parts e.g. are frequently used as verbs: to head a department, to 
eye someone up, to nose into somebody’s affairs, to hand in an 
assignment... Even closed category of words can be converted into any 
other category:  up, down (ups and downs of life) (Culpeper 45). 
 
 4. Semantic Change 
 
 Semantic change is another way of changing the vocabulary. 
Along with the process of borrowing and word-formation, semantic 
change played an important role in the history of English lexis. Unlike 
borrowing and word-formation which create new words, semantic 
change adds new meanings to already existing words, or it alters their 
meaning. The major force triggering semantic change is the need for 
new communicative requirements, caused by a large number of 
different reasons such as technological progress, different social 
changes, and psychological factors such as our tendency to emphasize, 
exaggerate, to avoid unpleasant or offensive concepts etc. 
 The general principles of semantic change are not clear as in 
the case of borrowing or word formation, which is why semantic 
classifications vary and overlap among linguists. Traditionally, however, 
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semantic changes include changes of denotational meaning 
(generalization, specialization, transfer of meaning) and changes of 
connotational meaning (amelioration and pejoration).  
 Generalization is a type of semantic change which involves 
broadening or widening of meaning. Words acquire more referents, 
the number of specific features is reduced and the application of a 
word is not restricted as it used to be: OE gesu¯nd (sound) has 
generalized its OE meaning ‘safe, healthy, uninjured’ and come to 
mean “thorough” (a sound scolding), “unbroken” (a sound sleep), 
“reliable” (a sound investment), and “sensible” (sound advice). 
Similarly, OE bridd “young bird” widened its meaning during the 
Middle English period to refer to fowl of any age (Millward, Hayes 131, 
205). 
 Unlike generalization, specialization involves narrowing of 
meaning as it reduces the referential scope of a word: OE wæ¯d “any 
garment” now refers only to “mourning clothes” (widow’s weeds), 
while OE we¯od narrowed its OE meaning “herbs or grass in general” to 
the meaning of “undesirable, unwanted plants”. Similarly, sand 
narrowed its OE meaning “sand” or “shore” after the transfer of Low 
German shore “the land itself along a body of water” and came to 
mean “the granular particles of disintegrated rock that covered this 
land”; OE feðer “feather” or “wings” now refers only to “the plumage 
of birds” (Millward, Hayes 131–132, 204–205). 
 Transfer of meaning is traditionally based on the association of 
similarity or contiguity, and therefore divided into two mechanisms – 
metaphors and metonymy. Metaphors result from the transfer of 
meaning based on the association of similarity (similarity of shape, 
function, position etc.): a bottle neck, head of state, foot of a 
mountain, heart of the organization, etc. Metonymy, on the other 
hand, involves the transfer of meaning based on the association of 
contiguity: White House for the American president, crown for the king 
or queen, place-names for products cognac, jersey (Schendl 30). 
 There is a transfer of a different kind, applied to a great 
number of words that are regarded as vulgar and coarse, and therefore 
avoided in the language. A euphemism has the function to replace 
these negative, coarse expressions, and it is extremely frequent when 
we have to face with difficult, sad or unfortunate moments. By giving 
them other names, they become more bearable or less real (die e.g. is 
often replaced by pass away, pass on, growth is used instead of 
‘cancer, tumor’ and inoperable for ‘of tumors etc.’) Euphemisms are 
also used instead of improper, taboo words or words which refer to 
something unfavorable: to love/make love to, to go to bed with, sleep 
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with (for ‘have sexual intercourse with’), adjustment (for ‘salary cuts’), 
recession (for ‘slump’) etc (Berndt 92).  
 There is another typology of semantic changes according to 
the associations of a word. Changes in the associations of words are 
called pejoration and amelioration.  
 When a word “goes downhill” (Pyles and Algeo 245), or when 
its associations become worse, pejoration takes place: boor 
(OFr bovier) originally “peasant farmer”, got its negative connotation in 
the second half of the 16th century (in boorish), and came to mean “a 
person with rude, clumsy manners and little refinement” in Modern 
English; lewd (OE læwede) “unlettered, uneducated” descended to 
“coarse, vile, lustful” by the end of the 14th century; vulgar (L vulgaris) 
"common, ordinary" referring to people belonging to the ordinary class 
in the 16th century acquired the meaning “coarse, low, ill-bred” in 
1640; silly (OE gesælig) “happy” moved from “happy, blessed” to 
“pious”, “innocent” , “harmless”, “pitiable” and “weak” during the 13th 
and 14th century.  It came to mean “feeble in mind, lacking in reason, 
foolish” in 1570, and it further moved toward “stunned, dazed as by a 
blow” in 1886, as in the expression “knocked silly”. 
 Amelioration, on the other hand, occurs when the associations 
of words become better: knight (OE cniht) “boy, youth, servant” came 
to mean “military follower of a king or other superior” in the 11th 
century, gradually rose during the Modern English period, and became 
“a rank in the nobility” in the 16th century. Nice (late 13c, from 
OFr. nice, from L nescius) “foolish, stupid, senseless" changed into 
“fussy, fastidious” in the late 14th century. In the beginning of the 15th 
century it moved to “dainty, delicate”, from which it moved again to 
“precise, careful” in the beginning of the 16th century.  In 1769, nice 
moved to “agreeable, delightful”, and finally to “kind, thoughtful” 
toward the end of 19th century (Pyles and Algeo 246) 

In the end, the associations of words may become stronger 
and weaker, not just better and worse as in the case of amelioration 
and pejoration. What makes them stronger or weaker are intensifiers. 
Intensifiers enhance the emotional context of the word they modify, 
and constantly change due to their frequent usage. The most common 
intensifiers are very and right (Pyles and Algeo 250). Very (from OFr. 
verai) once had an independent meaning “truly”, but it functions only 
as an intensifier now. With its older adjectival meaning, very survives 
only in the phrases the very heart of the matter and the very thought of 
you. The word right (OE riht) “just, good, fair, proper, fitting, straight” 
was used as an intensifier even in Middle English in the meaning of 
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“very” which has survived over the time: right smart, right well, right 
away, right there etc. 
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PREGLED LEKSIČKIH PROMJENA KROZ ISTORIJU ENGLESKOG JEZIKA 
 
 Promjene u domenu vokabulara predstavljaju najznačajnije 
promjene u istoriji engleskog jezika. One se tiču gubitka riječi ili 
njihovog značenja, uvođenja novih riječi u jezik i adaptacije već 
postojećih promjenom njihovog značenja. Engleski je intenzivno 
pozajmljivao riječi iz raznih jezika, posebno latinskog, francuskog i 
skandinavskih jezika, ali pozajmljivanje nije jedini uzrok promjena u 
domenu leksike ovog jezika. Tokom svog razvoja, engleski je tvorio 
nove riječi i mijenjao značenja postojećih riječi. Cilj ovog rada je da 
pruži kratak pregled tri glavna mehanizma leksičkih promjena – 
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pozajmljivanja, tvorbe riječi i semantičke promjene, i na taj način 
pokaže kako su svi ovi procesi doprinijeli bogatstvu vokabulara 
engleskog jezika.  
 
 Ključne riječi: leksičke promjene, engleski jezik, pozajmljivanje, 
tvorba riječi, semantička promjena. 
 

 
 


